[A study on the correlation between Neo-Bioscoresystem and disease-free survival of breast cancer patients with neoadjuvant chemotherapy].
Obiective: To explorethe correlation between Neo-Bioscore and disease-free survival (DFS) after neoadjuvant therapy in patients with breast cancer in China. Methods: The clinical and pathological data of 429 patients with early or locally advanced breast cancer who received neoadjuvant therapy at the No.307 Hospital of PLA from January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2015 were analyzed and we followed up their DFS. Results: Neo-Bioscore were closely related to DFS (χ(2)=47.662, P<0.001). When the groups were divided by Neo-Bioscore 3, they weremore relevantto DFS (HR=5.093 vs HR=2.044), equivalent tothe role of traditional recurrence risk grouping in guiding the choice of adjuvantendocrine regimen for hormone receptor (HR) positive patients who were premenopausalafter neoadjuvant chemotherapy, andmore relevantto DFS than whetherthe pathologic complete response (pCR)grouping in the same molecular pathology subgroup of HR positive/human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2)negative (P<0.001 vs P=0.166), HER-2 positive (P<0.001 vs P=0.166), HRnegative/HER-2 negative (P<0.001 vs P=0.166). Conclusions: Neo-Bioscore could be used as an early indicator of predicting DFS for breast cancer patients after neoadjuvant therapy.When the groups were divided by Neo-Bioscore 3, they were more relevant to DFS, equivalent to the role of traditional recurrence risk grouping in guiding the choice of adjuvantendocrine regimen for premenopausal HR positive patients, andmore relevantto DFS than whetherthe pCRgrouping in the same molecular pathology subgroup.